
 
Pro’s Advice Drake Creek Golf Club 

#1  Driver, stay down far left side, Green drops off hard on back right corner-Double 
 check wind before each shot 
 
#2  Driver, stay down left center, reachable in 2, if not reachable in 2, leave yourself 
 60+ yards to clear front left bunker. No trouble over 
 
#3  Driver, let it rip---no trouble 
 
#4  Driver, FAVOR RIGHT CENTER, walk up to green and check it out 
 
#5 173 to the front, 198 to the back, 185 to middle, -2 or 3 yards for downhill 
 
#6  273 to the end of the fairway, 150-170 yard shot to get safely to 100 yard marker 
 
#7 140 to front edge-163 to back edge 
 
#8 Driver, 29 yard deep green, know yardage to the pin 
 
#9  Driver, always uphill and wind in your face 99% of the time = 1 extra club, know 
 where the pin is---34 yard deep green 
 
#10  Driver, left center of fairway or ball will feed left of right bank 
 
#11 243 yards to 162 yard marker, 276 yards to the fairway trap, stay left center of 
 fairway 
 
#12 186 yards to 150 yard marker, 236 yds to 100, very narrow past the 100 yd marker 
 
#13 260 yards to 267 yard marker, watch trap down left side, 34 yard deep green, 
 know where pin is 
 
#14 230 to 150 yard marker or driver over left side of tree 
 
#15 3 wood or Driver, --stay away from left side of green 
 
#16 Drive the green, make EAGLE, Do NOT go over 
 
#17 189 yards to front edge, 220 yards to back edge. Stay away from left ¼ of green. 
 30 yard deep green 
 
#18 265 to take bunker out of play, then another 20 to water ONLY if it is soft. On 
 approach shot add one club for uphill 


